Royal BNB

https://royalbnb.net
Introduction

ROYAL BNB
First ever Royal THRUST AUTO BNB HODLING
15% BNB Rewards - A Royal Treat | Liquidity Locked | Code Audit Available Now

The only token on BINANCE SMART CHAIN with a whooping 15% ROI auto-claimed BNB reflections with first ever ROYAL THRUST features
What makes Royal BNB different to other tokens?

Royal BNB is designed to revolutionise crypto space. Loyal holders of Royal BNB will always gain a massive 15% ROI automatically sent to their wallets in BNB without the hassle of claiming every 30 minutes.

Not only accumulating the highest BNB deposit on the market, it also has a new feature called ROYAL THRUST, we believe this is the next big solidity code revolution.

This is the first ever type of code ever deployed on Binance Smart Chain and its new feature makes this token completely unique.

Royal THRUST

So what do we mean by the Royal Thrust, it is an intelligent piece of algorithm which takes data points of each dip and waits to buy up the threshold point until limit is reached.

This gives a sky-rocketing shot at green candles every time the system kicks in.
Automatic Liquidity Pool

First ever ROYAL THRUST algorithm takes data points of each dip and waits to buy up the threshold point until limit is reached. This gives a sky-rocketing shot at green candles every time the system kicks in. This is the first ever type of code ever deployed on Binance Smart Chain and its new feature is bound to make this coin a hype never seen before.

Highest BNB Rewards

Transaction fees from buy and sell orders are sent to the BNB reward with highest ROI of 15%. No claiming required, BNB are sent automatically to holders every 30 minutes. To increase your earnings, you simply share your friends and family about this coin. The more traction it gets the more BNB you earn. Hang on tight to your $RB and watch your wallet grow.
ROYAL THRUST System

Like almost all other coins, a percentage of all buy & sell orders contributes toward automatically generating further liquidity on Pancake Swap.

This is utmost beneficial and necessary for the long term growth of all $RB holders. We always think and care about our Royal guests, they are the primary THRUST investors of this first of its kind Royal crypto project.

Making Revolution

To make prices go up of $RB, the tax will automatically increase and decrease depending upon its traction.

But rest assured, your investment ROI will always remain 15% along with the THRUST feature helping the market price to reach levels unmatched to any other.
Royal VIP Features At-A-Glance

Amazing Royal Thrust - Buying dip to pump prime value of the token
15% Automatic BNB Rewards every 30 minutes
Full audit available now
Locked Liquidity
Only 5% Marketing Wallet and no other wallets
Experienced Solidity Devs
Tax Breakdown

Total tax is 20%

1. 15% to BNB Rewards pool
2. 3% Liquidity pool
3. 2% ROYAL-THRUST

1 BNB = 23 Billion Royal BNB Tokens
Minimum eligibility for BNB Rewards = 0.01 BNB worth of Royal BNB Tokens
Use Case: Royal Wallet

Have you ever wanted to transfer BUSD or some other BEP20 tokens but don’t have the gas fee (BNB) in your wallet to be able to make a transaction?

This must be frustrating.

Royal BNB brings an ultimate solution, you will never have that issue as long as you hold Royal BNB Tokens.

Due to our 15% BNB Reflection which you will receive automatically, this means you will receive BNB rewards every 30 minutes cycle, that will give you money in your wallet (like a savings return only but a lot quicker, yes every 30 minutes), so you will never run out of the small BNB in your wallet which you use as gas fees.

Happy days!
We are committed to get behind our thriving community where people understands what it is like to be treated like a Royal, so what are you waiting for? Join Royal BNB with other Royals.

It certainly is a Royal undertaking.